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Abstract
Objectives: The scoring and analysis of dental nonmetric traits are predominantly accomplished

by using the Arizona State University Dental Anthropology System (ASUDAS), a standard proto-

col based on strict definitions and three-dimensional dental plaques. However, visual scoring,

even when controlled by strict definitions of features, visual reference, and the experience of

the observer, includes an unavoidable part of subjectivity. In this methodological contribution,

we propose a new quantitative geometric morphometric approach to quickly and efficiently

assess the variation of shoveling in modern human maxillary central incisors (UI1).

Materials and methods: We analyzed 87 modern human UI1s by means of virtual imaging and

the ASU-UI1 dental plaque grades using geometric morphometrics by placing semilandmarks on

the labial crown aspect. The modern human sample was composed of individuals from Europe,

Africa, and Asia and included representatives of all seven grades defined by the ASUDAS method.
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Results: Our results highlighted some limitations in the use of the current UI1 ASUDAS plaque,

indicating that it did not necessarily represent an objective gradient of expression of a nonmetric

tooth feature. Rating of shoveling tended to be more prone to intra- and interobserver bias for

the highest grades. In addition, our analyses suggest that the observers were strongly influenced

by the depth of the lingual crown aspect when assessing the shoveling.

Discussion: In this context, our results provide a reliable and reproducible framework reinforced

by statistical results supporting the fact that open scale numerical measurements can comple-

ment the ASUDAS method.

KEYWORDS

ASUDAS, Procrustes and non-Procrustes superimpositions, shovel-shape incisors, virtual

anthropology

1 | INTRODUCTION

Teeth display morphological variations of the crown and roots that

differ substantially among modern human and fossil groups, some

dental characteristics being predominant in certain groups or popula-

tions (Turner, Nichol, & Scott, 1991). As stated by Hillson, “human

eyes and brain are unsurpassed in discerning tiny differences between

objects compared side by side, but it is much more difficult to define a

scheme for recording size and shape in such a way that comparisons

can be made between hundreds of such objects” (Hillson, 1996,

pp. 68). For this reason, since the 19th century, several attempts have

been made to classify and assess differences between fossil and

extant human populations, at first using detailed descriptive

approaches and later elaborating scoring systems (reviewed in Irish &

Scott, 2016).

Following the influential early works of Hrdli�cka (1920) and Dahl-

berg (1956), who standardized a four-grade classification plaque for

upper incisor shoveling, some researchers tried to reduce the visual

subjectivity by measuring the depth of the lingual fossa. However,

they had little success because of issues with the precision of the

method (Carbonell, 1963; Dahlberg & Mikkelsen, 1947; Goaz & Miller,

1966; Hanihara, 1969). Later Scott (1973) developed an eight degree

scale that was then adapted and integrated by Turner et al. (1991) into

a formal system for scoring nonmetric aspects of dental morphology:

the Arizona State University Dental Anthropology System (ASUDAS)

(Scott, 1973; Scott & Turner, 1997; Turner et al., 1991). This widely-

used standard protocol is based on reference plaster plaques repre-

senting the casts of selected teeth showing a gradient of expression

of a particular trait (Scott & Turner, 1997; Scott, Turner, Townsend, &

Martinón-Torres, 2018; Turner et al., 1991). Since their initial publica-

tion, the number of traits and plaques have increased and some of

them have been adapted to the range of variation expressed by fossil

hominins (Bailey & Hublin, 2013; Bailey & Wood, 2007; Irish, Guatelli-

Steinberg, Legge, Ruiter, & Berger, 2013; Irish & Scott, 2016).The

scoring and analysis of dental nonmetric traits currently represents a

common diagnostic procedure to highlight ancestry/genetic affinities

and investigate human variation in anthropological, paleoanthropolog-

ical and forensic studies (Bailey & Hublin, 2013; Irish, 1998, 2014;

Irish & Guatelli-Steinberg, 2003; Irish & Scott, 2016; Scott & Turner,

1997; Turner et al., 1991; Zanolli, 2013; Zanolli et al., 2014). If the

observer has been trained by an expert, the ASUDAS approach to

morphological characters is easy, fast and reliable, and remains the

gold standard technique today (Scott et al., 2018; Scott & Irish, 2017).

However, visual scoring, even when controlled by strict definitions of

features and the experience of the observer, includes an unavoidable

part of subjectivity. In fact, the assessment of shoveling defined by

the ASUDAS method has some major limitations inherent to its defini-

tion. The specimens selected to develop the reference grades on the

plaque were chosen by qualitative appreciation, which does not nec-

essarily represent the morphological variation in a linear way. This can

lead to minimal visual difference between some grades of expression

and so to the difficulty experienced by users in classifying the ana-

lyzed specimens with regard to the ASUDAS (especially for beginners).

In brief, both the selection of the reference teeth when creating the

ASUDAS method and the comparison of the dental specimens with

the ASUDAS plaques are dependent on observations/palpations and

the experience of the observer (i.e., dependent on operator subjectiv-

ity). Nichol and Turner II (1986) have shown that the intraobserver

error when assessing the expression of incisor shoveling is small: 4.1%

for more than one grade difference and only 2% for presence/absence

differences. However, as mentioned by Scott and Turner (1997), “it

will probably never be possible to attain 100% concordance in repli-

cated observations of tooth crown and root traits, either by single

observers or between observers. The reference plaques developed by

Dahlberg, K. Hanihara, Turner, and others have enhanced observa-

tional precision but they have not been a panacea for the reasons

noted above (i.e., threshold expressions, post-eruptive modifications,

surficial noise, varying levels of experience, etc.)” (Scott & Turner,

1997, pp. 72).

Incisor shoveling is one of the nonmetric features that has

received the most attention from anthropologists as an indicator of

relationships among populations and it is frequently used for its taxo-

nomic and phylogenetic relevance (e.g., Bailey & Hublin, 2013; Carter,

Worthington, & Smith, 2014; Irish et al., 2013; Irish, Guatelli-Stein-

berg, Legge, Ruiter, & Berger, 2014; Scott & Turner, 1997). This fea-

ture can be defined as the degree of elevation of the mesial and distal

lingual marginal ridges on the lingual surface of the maxillary incisors,

canines and mandibular incisors, with more pronounced forms enclos-

ing a fossa (Dahlberg, 1956; Hrdli�cka, 1920; Scott & Turner, 1997;

Turner et al., 1991). Shoveling is more marked and variable in the



upper central and lateral incisors, the former being the polar tooth

(Irish & Scott, 2016). Ales Hrdli�cka (1920) was the first to classify the

degree of expression of shovel-shaped incisors, assess this variation

among several human populations and describe its occurrence in non-

human species (Scott & Turner, 1997). Among his findings, he indi-

cated that the prevalence and expression of incisor shoveling showed

marked geographic variation in modern human populations, being fre-

quent and strongly expressed in Asia, with a South to North increasing

cline, but less frequent and weaker in Africa and Europe (Kimura et al.,

2009; Mizogushi, 1985; Turner, 1990). Some workers have attempted

to quantify the degree of development of the shoveling with an inter-

val scale. Dahlberg and Mikkelsen (1947) used a Vernier scale with a

modified Boley Gauge to measure the depth of the incisor lingual

fossa in millimeters. Hanihara, Masuda, and Tanaka (1975) measured

lingual fossa depth in a Japanese population in order to obtain metri-

cal data to calculate intrafamilial correlations. Taverne, Amesz-

Voorhoeve, and Leertouwer (1979) tried to measure various parts of a

tooth crown surface by an indirect three-dimensional measurement

method using photogrammetry and a Moiré pattern (Mizogushi,

1985). Also, in a shovel-shaped tooth, the marginal ridges may extend

from the incisal edge to the basal eminence and sometimes, in very

pronounced cases, the ridges can converge on the eminence. In addi-

tion, the two marginal ridges may exhibit different degrees of expres-

sion (Mizogushi, 1985). However, according to Scott and Turner

(1997), the mesial and distal marginal ridges are so strongly correlated

that they can be considered together as a single trait (Scott & Irish,

2017). Crummett also tried to summarize the main characteristics of

incisor shoveling by considering three aspects: the expression of the

marginal ridges, the development of a lingual tubercle at the lingual

base of the crown, from a small swelling to an independent cusp, and

the crown convexity or curvature (Crummett, 1994, 1995). More

recently, using X-ray microtomographic imaging, Denton investigated

the relationship of these three aspects between the external surface

of the incisor crown and the enamel-dentin junction in a limited sam-

ple of 10 extant humans (Denton, 2011). However, the current ASU-

DAS UI1 shoveling plaque does not fully illustrate the three aspects

and can only take into account ridge expression, not the center of the

lingual fossa which can be sometimes obscured by a large tuberculum

dentale. This is notably the case in some fossil groups like in

Neanderthals.

Although the expression of dental nonmetric features may be

sensitive to environmental or epigenetic factors (Mizogushi, 2013), it

is predominantly determined by genetic factors (Jernvall, Keränen, &

Thesleff, 2000; Park et al., 2012; Salazar-Ciudad & Jernvall, 2002,

2010; Scott & Turner, 1997). To date, the best known genetically-

correlated dental trait is incisor shoveling, which involves a single

nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) of the ectodysplasin A receptor gene

(EDAR), the most likely target of positive selection in Asian popula-

tions resulting in marked shovel-shaped teeth (Kimura et al., 2009;

Park et al., 2012). However, EDAR has pleiotropic effects and a recent

study suggested that it was selected in Asian groups for its effect of

increasing ductal branching in the mammary gland, thereby amplifying

the transfer of critical nutrients to infants via the mother's milk

(Hlusko et al., 2018). In this case, the dental phenotypic expression

associated with this gene could simply represent a side effect. In any

case, shoveling constitutes a critical marker to discriminate between

human groups and assess ancestry.

The objective of this contribution is to propose a new and com-

plementary quantitative methodological approach to study the con-

cavity of the palatal surface of UI1, used here as a proxy for the

variation of the degree of expression of shoveling. We elaborate a

geometric morphometric (GM) method taking the depth and shape of

the labial incisor crown aspect (i.e., two of the three aspects of shovel-

ing: the expression of the marginal ridges and the curvature of the lin-

gual aspect) into account to assess the degree of UI1 shoveling on a

continuous scale. After comparison with the classical ASUDAS

method, we discuss the implications of implementing such geometric

morphometric analyses for the study of the modern human variability

of dental traits and to better track evolutionary trends in hominins.

2 | MATERIAL AND METHODS

2.1 | Sample and scanning procedures

Our sample consisted of 87 modern human permanent maxillary cen-

tral incisors (UI1). It included specimens of European (n = 44),

South African (n = 30), and Chinese (n = 13) ancestry, as listed in

Table 1. Only unworn to moderately worn tooth crowns (reaching

maximum stage 2 as defined by Smith, 1984, and corresponding to a

thin line of dentine exposure) having no particular damage or pathol-

ogy on the labial aspect were included in the analyses. Visual scoring

of the 87 specimens was achieved by two observers (D.C. and C.Z.)

following the ASUDAS method (Supporting Information Table 1).

We also analyzed the original ASUDAS UI1 shoveling (ASU-UI1)

plaque based on Dahlberg's work (Dahlberg, 1956) and developed by

Turner et al. (1991). This plaque includes seven grades of shoveling

expression, from the weakest (grade 0) to the most marked (grade 6)

(Supporting Information Table 2). In a recent revision of the ASUDAS

method, Scott and Irish (2017) described an eighth stage for UI1

shoveling (grade 7, defined as any expression that exceeds grade

6, involving marginal ridges that fold around on themselves, similar to

grade 6 on the UI2 shoveling plaque) but they did not find any suitable

example to put on the plaque. For this reason, we did not consider this

last grade here.

The 44 European specimens were scanned by X-ray microtomo-

graphy (micro-CT) at the CIRIMAT facility of the University of

TABLE 1 List of 87 modern human UI1 elements considered in this

study

Time period Geographic origin Depository

Contemporary (n = 13) France MHNT

Medieval(n = 31) France INRAP

Contemporary (n = 13) China IVPP

Contemporary (n = 30) South Africa PBC

MHNT = Natural History Museum of Toulouse; INRAP = French National
Institute for Preventive Archeological Research; IVPP = Institute of Verte-
brate Paleontology and Paleoanthropology of Beijing; PBC = Pretoria Bone
Collection of the Department of Anatomy of the University of Pretoria,
representing individuals of various ancestries including Nbele, N Sotho,
Swazi, and Zulu.



Toulouse with a Phoenix/GE Nanotom 180 instrument, using the fol-

lowing parameters: 100 kV, 100 μA, 0.36� angular step. The virtual

records were reconstructed to a voxel size of 22 to 25 μm. The

30 South African teeth and the reference plaque ASU-UI1 were

scanned by X-ray micro-CT at the MIXRAD facility of the

South African Nuclear Energy Corporation SOC Limited (Necsa), with

a Nikon XT H225-L instrument by using similar parameters, and

reconstructed to a voxel size ranging from 42 to 50 μm (Hoffman &

de Beer, 2012). The 13 modern human Asian teeth were scanned by

X-ray micro-CT using similar parameters at the Institute of Vertebrate

Paleontology and Paleoanthropology of Beijing, China, and recon-

structed to a voxel size of 31.4 μm.

Data were imported into the three-dimensional (3D) analytical

software Avizo v.8.0. (FEI Visualization Sciences Group) so that 3D

renderings of the tooth external surface could be visualized and pro-

cessed. Teeth were first segmented semiautomatically by using a

thresholding approach (Coleman & Colbert, 2007; Fajardo, Ryan, &

Kappelman, 2002; Spoor, Zonneveld, & Macho, 1993) and a surface

was generated from the segmented object. The maximum of curvature

was measured on each UI1 crown surface using the “MaxCurvature”

module of Avizo. This allowed us to determine the extreme curvature

line of the mesial and distal lingual crests and use these maxima as

starting and ending points of our GM analyses (Figure 1a). The cervical

best fit plane was defined by placing at least three landmarks at the

most apical points of the cervix on the labial and palatal aspects

(points of maximum curvature on the labial and lingual sides of the

cement enamel junction; Le Cabec, Gunz, Kupczik, Braga, & Hubin,

2013). We translated this reference plane to the midpoint between

the most incisal and the most cervical points of the crown (Figure 1a)

and then placed 100 semilandmarks along this middle plane following

the curve of the lingual aspect of the crown (Figure 1b). Compared

with the ASUDAS method, this procedure may seem far more time-

consuming, but once a user has spent a couple of days using 3D imag-

ing softwares, placing the reference plane and the semilandmarks

takes less than 1 min per tooth.

2.2 | Statistical analysis

Intraobserver error (reliability) of the ASUDAS visual scoring was

assessed with respect to the UI1 reference plaque by intraclass corre-

lation (ICC) using a two-way mixed effects “absolute agreement”

model (Koo & Li, 2017). ICC is generally used to assess the correlation

of various units organized in groups and describes how strongly units

in the same group resemble each other. This analysis was done in

order to check for both consistency (also referred to as precision in

the literature; e.g., if a tooth is actually ASUDAS category 2, but two

raters independently assign it to category 5, they are highly consistent

with each other but they have a large bias of 3 units; Shrout & Fleiss,

1979; Joint Committee for Guides in Metrology, 2008; Hughes &

Hase, 2010) and accuracy (i.e., looking for the degree of bias/error

between observers and our objective landmark-based method,

e.g., example, if grade 3 actually corresponds to grade 3 plaque).

To objectively compare the degree of concavity of the labial sur-

face of each incisor from our sample with the grades of the reference

plaque, we performed Procrustes analyses of the semilandmarks. In

the Procrustes method, the original landmarks from all samples are

first superimposed and aligned with one another to produce the Pro-

crustes coordinates. Subsequently, a principal component analysis

(PCA) of the Procrustes coordinates is performed.

The reliability of this computer-based technique was assessed by

intraclass correlation (ICC) of the 100 landmark coordinates among the

three operators and 30 samples. Reliability was higher when the distance

between the landmarks assigned by two raters on the same sample was

small. We considered the distance between the landmark and the origin

of the 3D orthonormal reference as outcome, together with the individ-

ual X, Y, and Z float coordinates. ICC was obtained after a two-way ran-

dom effects “absolute agreement” model (Koo & Li, 2017). Levels of

agreement between raters were also visually appreciated using Bland–

Altman plots. (This kind of plot, assessing the degree of agreement

between two observers, is similar to a Tukey mean-difference plot).

We also superimposed the curves in a non-Procrustes way, align-

ing the first and last point (0 and 100, respectively) of each curve

(Figure 2a). This alignment procedure requires an initial 3D rotation

step, which is similar to Procrustes methods, but the subsequent steps

are different from Procrustes. Since each curve lies in an approximate

3D plane (the semilandmarks are placed along a plane, see Figure 1b),

the curve is rotated to approximately align with the X-Y plane (equa-

tion of the 3D plane is obtained by fitting a linear regression on the X,

Y, and Z coordinates, as the equation of a 3D plane is aX + bY + cZ +

d = 0). After this alignment, the Z coordinate is discarded. The 2D data

is then rotated again so that the first and last points lie on the Y axis

FIGURE 1 Position of the reference plane located at the midpoint of

the crown, which was used to place the semilandmarks along the
curve of the lingual aspect of the crown from the mesial to the distal
side (b). The maxima of the extreme curvature line were used as
starting and ending points of our GM analysis



(i.e., X coordinate = 0). Finally, they are scaled by a constant factor on

both axes to achieve a fixed Y-axis range of 1, that is, the first and last

points of each curve now have coordinates (0,0) and (0,1), respec-

tively. This scaling step is a major difference from the Procrustes

method, as the classical Procrustes method scales to have a centroid

size of 1, but here the curves are scaled to have a Y-axis range of 1 to

facilitate comparisons. We then used these aligned coordinates to

measure two metrics, the maximum depth of the lingual aspect with

respect to the first and last points of the curves and the hollow area

of the curves (Figure 2b). These metrics are not data-dependent like

the previous one (PC scores have to be calculated in the whole sam-

ple, and values change according to the sample composition) as both

the depth and hollow area can be measured directly on the aligned

landmarks. Principal components were also calculated from the non-

Procrustes aligned coordinates (X and Y).

All statistical analyses and graphic data visualization were per-

formed in MATLAB R2017b (MATLAB and Statistics Toolbox Release,

2017) and R 3.4.3 (R Core Team, 2017). The following R packages

were used: scatterplot3d (Ligges & Mächler, 2003), shapes (Dryden,

2017), ade4 (Dray & Dufour, 2007), irr (Gamer, Lemon, & Puspendra

Singh, 2012) and Bland Altman Leh (Lehnert, 2015).

Most morphological variations in the human dentition vary on a

continuous scale. However, for simplicity of representation, dental

anthropological assessment schemes often use two or more catego-

ries into which the range of variation is “binned” or “categorized.” For

instance, the amount of melanin pigmentation in the eye is a continu-

ous quantity, but in traditional analyses it has been categorized into

blue versus brown to represent absence/presence of melanin, and his-

torically considered to be a Mendelian trait until modern quantitative

analysis showed its complex polygenic nature. Scott and Turner

(1997) noted, specifically with the example of incisor shoveling, that

such nonmetric dental traits are possibly “quasi continuous” (ordinal

or dichotomous) traits, derived from an underlying continuous trait.

For example, while the depth of the incisor crown is a continuous

quantity, it can be dichotomized into absence/presence indicating

whether the amount of curvature is below a certain threshold. In such

cases, the underlying continuous variable is called a “latent variable”

corresponding to the assessed categorical variable. Our analyses sug-

gested that the maximum depth metric was the most likely candidate

for any underlying “latent” quantitative variable that might be the

basis of the ASUDAS categories for shoveling (see Results below). The

results also suggested that the relationship between the maximum

depth variable and the ASUDAS categories was monotonic but non-

linear, that is, when the latent variable increases the categories also

increase, but the spacing between categories is unequal. Therefore, to

“predict” an objective ASUDAS category for the 87 modern human

specimens, we constructed a prediction function using the maximum

depth values and numerical categories of the ASUDAS specimen

teeth. To preserve nonlinearity, a spline function was fitted on these

values, which was then used as the interpolant to obtain predicted

ASUDAS categories from the 3D measured maximum depth values on

the 87 modern human specimen casts. The predicted ASUDAS cate-

gories were allowed to contain decimals to retain more precision,

instead of rounding them off to the nearest integer category

(e.g., 1.67 instead of 2). Similarly, some of the observer-assigned cate-

gories that had an intermediate rating (0_1 meaning a category

between ASUDAS references 0 and 1) were allowed to retain them

(the rating 0_1 was assigned the middle value of 0.5, for example).

These objective predicted values were compared with subjective

FIGURE 2 Illustration of the maximum depth and hollow area (a) used in the non-Procrustes analyses (semilandmark curves aligned with their

first and last points). The ASUDAS reference plaque teeth curves are superimposed following this non-Procrustes approach, showing the
nonlinear variation in shape from grade 0 to grade 6 (b)



observer-assigned rating values via ICC to obtain accuracy

(i.e., unbiasedness) measurements.

3 | RESULTS

Our ICC intra- and interobserver tests on the visual scoring showed

highly consistent assessment of shoveling within and between raters

(Table 2). Consistency was high for the whole sample, but also for

each chronogeographic subsample considered in this study. In con-

trast, the accuracy of the visual assessment performed by the raters,

measured using the ICC between the rater-assigned category and the

predicted category was moderate for the Europeans and Africans. For

the Chinese sample, the accuracy of the visual assessment was very

low (further discussion below).

We then looked at the results of the landmark-based analyses.

Following the standard procedure in geometric morphometrics, princi-

pal component analysis (PCA) was used to explore the morphospace.

Principal components (PCs) were calculated using the Procrustes coor-

dinates of all landmarks, for all samples including the ASUDAS refer-

ence casts. Plotting the top PCs enabled us to visualize the

morphospace, to see how the samples were distributed with respect

to the ASUDAS grades (Figure 3). The first two components (PC1 and

PC2) of the PCA accounted for 87.4% of the total variance (81.5% for

PC1 and 5.9% for PC2).

PC shape changes could be visualized by plotting the PC loadings.

PC loadings for the Procrustes and non-Procrustes methods were

very similar; non-Procrustes PC shape changes are shown in Support-

ing Information Figure 1. While PCs are more difficult to interpret

than direct measurements, the PC shape changes give us some idea of

the morphological aspects they capture. The shape of PC1 is roughly

proportional to the curve of the lingual aspect, that is, the lingual fossa

has the highest weight. Therefore the deeper the lingual fossa is from

the baseline, the higher the PC value is. This explains why the PC has

such high correlations with the maximum depth metric (Table 3). And

since the deeper the lingual fossa is, the more the marginal ridges pro-

trude with respect to the fossa, PC1 is also proportional to the ASU-

DAS shoveling grade (Table 4).

The shape of PC2 gives greatest weight to the corners of marginal

ridges, thereby being proportional to the angle between the labial pal-

ate and the marginal ridges. This angle is called “labial convexity” in

Denton (2011), where it is shown that its relationship with the ASU-

DAS shoveling grade is not monotonic (largest angles for grades 2–3),

which explains why PC2 is not strongly correlated with it (Table 4).

The shape of PC3 seems to reflect the left–right asymmetry pre-

sent in the shape of the curve, in particular the asymmetry in the two

FIGURE 3 Principal component analysis (PCA) of the Procrustes-registered shape coordinates of the 100 semilandmarks used as proxy to assess

UI1 shoveling. (a) PC1 vs. PC2; (b) PC3 vs. PC4

TABLE 2 Intraclass correlation (ICC) values for intraobserver (VS1 T1 vs. T2) and interobserver (VS1 vs. VS2) consistency measures and accuracy

(comparing the three ratings with their predicted values from the ASUDAS reference plate teeth)

Consistency (precision) Accuracy (unbiasedness)

VS1 T1 vs. T2 VS1 vs. VS2 VS1 T1 vs. predicted VS1 T2 vs. predicted VS2 vs. predicted

All samples 0.985 0.987 0.759 0.749 0.772

South African 0.946 0.986 0.602 0.565 0.602

French contemporary 0.900 0.721 0.496 0.570 0.494

French medieval 0.971 0.993 0.550 0.592 0.559

Chinese 0.976 0.975 0.000 0.000 0.000

Shades of color represent the degree of consistency and accuracy, with darker green corresponding to the highest degrees and white to the lowest degree.



angles. As asymmetry of the ridges is not relevant in the definition of

the ASUDAS grades, this explains why PC3 is not correlated with the

grades either (Table 4).

The shapes of later PCs, such as PC4, are much harder to inter-

pret and, given that they capture a very small fraction of the variabil-

ity, they might simply reflect random statistical variation.

Along PC1, the European (French contemporary and medieval)

and South African specimens showed a similarly reduced expression

of shoveling (expressed here by reduced lingual depth and a more lin-

ear morphology), overlapping with the ASUDAS grades 0 and 1, while

the Chinese material encompassed the grades 2 to 5. Even though the

ASUDAS grades tend to follow a trend along PC1, their distribution is

not linearly organized and is heterogeneous (Figures 3a and 4a).

Grades 0–1, 2–3, 4–5, and 6 tended to form four clusters and grades

were not equidistant from one another. There was no visible discrimi-

nation between the chronogeographic human samples and the ASU-

DAS grades along PC3 and PC4, which represented 3.16% and 2.55%,

respectively, of the total variance (Figure 3b). We tested the repro-

ducibility of this Procrustes method. Our results show that the posi-

tioning of the landmarks was highly reproducible, with an ICC ˃0.990.

The graphical Bland–Altman method confirmed this high level of

agreement (Figure 5).

When considering the non-Procrustes analysis, similar results

were obtained. In Figure 4, the histograms showing the distribution of

maximum depth (Figure 4b) and hollow area (Figure 4c) of the speci-

mens and the ASUDAS grades also highlight the nonlinear scattering

TABLE 4 Correlation of observer-assigned ASUDAS categories with

the predicted ASUDAS value, the first four PCs of the Procrustes
analysis, the maximum palatal depth and the hollow area

VS1 T1 VS1 T2 VS2

Predicted ASUDAS 0.776 0.769 0.788

PC1 0.836 0.831 0.850

PC2 0.153 0.169 0.177

PC3 −0.106 −0.097 −0.082

PC4 0.055 0.028 0.056

Maximum depth 0.840 0.833 0.852

Hollow area 0.832 0.828 0.848

Shades of color represent the degree of correlation, with darker green cor-
responding to the highest degrees and white to the lowest degree. Red
indicates negative correlation.

FIGURE 4 Histograms showing the frequency of Procrustes PC1 (a),

maximum depth (b), and hollow area (c) values for the 87 modern human
specimens and the distribution of the ASUDAS reference grades (black
vertical lines)

TABLE 3 Correlations between various measurements obtained from the coordinates of all samples (87 human specimens plus the 7 ASUDAS

reference casts)

Direct metrics Procrustes PC Non-Procrustes PC

Maximum depth Hollow area PC1 PC2 PC1 PC2

Direct metrics Maximum depth – 0.98 0.98 0.08 0.99 −0.08

Hollow area 0.98 – 0.96 0.20 1.00 0.06

Procrustes PC PC1 0.98 0.96 – 0.00 0.97 −0.21

PC2 0.08 0.20 0.00 – 0.16 0.86

Non-Procrustes PC PC1 0.99 1.00 0.97 0.16 – 0.00

PC2 −0.08 0.06 −0.21 0.86 0.00 –

Maximum depth and hollow area are the directly measured metrics based on the non-Procrustes alignment method. Principal components were obtained
from both Procrustes and non-Procrustes methods. Shades of color represent the degree of correlation, with darker green corresponding to the highest
degrees and white to the lowest degree. Red indicates negative correlation.



of the reference grades. Again, grades 0 and 1 are close to each other,

while grades 2 to 5 are grouped together and 6 is alone. In accordance

with the knowledge that East Asian populations show a higher degree of

shoveling than the rest, the histogram of Chinese samples for maximum

depth (Figure 4b) shows no overlap with the French and South African

samples. It is also interesting to note that several samples from each pop-

ulation have a maximum depth value that is intermediate between the

ASUDAS categories 1 and 2 (which have a large gap between them). This

might create some difficulties for the observers to assign ASUDAS rat-

ings to them, and also reduce the distinction between populations when

compared via ASUDAS category frequencies. However, the quantitative

maximum depth measurements provide a complete separation of the

Chinese samples from the rest. The hollow area metric also achieves

near-complete separation and shows a similar pattern.

FIGURE 5 Bland–Altman visualization for agreement of the ASUDAS visual observations and Procrustes coordinates of the semilandmark

curves. The different agreements between the two raters were plotted for X, Y, and Z float coordinates. Among the 100 landmarks, only the first,
mid, and last landmarks are drawn



Principal components calculated from the non-Procrustes aligned

coordinates showed trends similar to those of the Procrustes PCs.

PC1 alone explained 92% of the variation, while PC2 explained a fur-

ther 2.7%. The PC loadings are represented as PC shape changes in

Supporting Information Figure 1.

Table 3 presents the correlation between these various metrics

calculated on the 87 human specimens plus the 7 ASUDAS reference

casts. In addition to the two direct measurements, maximum depth

and hollow area, PC1 and PC2 are used from both Procrustes and

non-Procrustes aligned methods. This indicates that the two direct

metrics are very similar to each other, so it is sufficient to use either

one. It also shows that both direct metric measurements, maximum

depth and hollow area, have very high correlation with PC values

obtained from the two analyses, as expected from the observations

above, and therefore can be used in lieu of Procrustes PC values. The

advantage of using direct measurement metrics over Procrustes PCs

is that they are more directly interpretable, and not dependent on the

whole dataset.

The correlation of ASUDAS category values with these metrics

calculated on the ASUDAS reference casts was also assessed

(Supporting Information Table 3). It shows that both metrics, as well

as PC1 from both analyses, are highly correlated with the category

values, while maximum depth has the highest correlation (98%). It also

indicates that the Procrustes and non-Procrustes PCs are very similar

to each other. The major feature of the ASUDAS scale for shoveling is

the progressively increasing expression of the marginal ridges (Scott &

Irish, 2017; Scott & Turner, 1997). Conversely, more protruding ridges

imply a deeper lingual fossa, and hence the maximal depth metric

gives a measure of the development of the mesial and distal ridges

and constitutes an appropriate metric to quantitatively evaluate the

expression of shoveling.

When combining the correlation patterns with the observation

above that the maximum depth metric provides a complete separation

of the Chinese samples from the rest, we considered the maximum

depth to be the most likely candidate for any underlying “latent” quan-

titative variable that might be the basis of the ASUDAS categories.

Considering that maximum depth has a 99% correlation with non-

Procrustes PC1, which explains 92% variation of the landmark coordi-

nates, it can be said that the maximum depth metric captures a large

part of the morphological variation of the labial aspect of the UI1

crown.

To assess the accuracy of the visual ASUDAS assessments made

by two observers, we needed to compare them with objective “true”

assessments of the modern human specimens. To make such objec-

tive estimates of ASUDAS categories on the specimens, we started

with the objectively measured maximum depth metric, and employed

the previously described prediction function. The prediction proce-

dure uses the spline interpolation function constructed entirely based

on the ASUDAS reference plaque (Figure 6), and is therefore free of

subjectivity arising from other human raters. The spline model com-

pares the maximum depth measurements against ASUDAS categories

for the ASUDAS reference plaque elements. Using this objective pre-

diction function on the objectively measured maximum depth metric

for a new specimen provides an objective estimate of the ASUDAS

grade for the new specimen. This estimated grade can then be com-

pared to the subjective ASUDAS ratings provided by a human

observer in order to assess the accuracy of the observer.

As found in our ICC intra- and interobserver tests (Table 2), the

specimens the observers assessed as expressing low degrees of

shoveling (grades 0–1), namely most of the South African and French

samples, were closer to the predicted “true” values (using the ASU-

DAS reference grades), being less scattered around the spline interpo-

lation curve used for the prediction (Figure 6). In contrast, observer

ratings for those recorded as having marked shoveling (grade 2 and

above)—primarily the Chinese samples—were much more scattered

around the spline curve, indicating that they differed more from the

predicted “true” ASUDAS grades (Figure 6). This corroborates our

observation above that the populations are harder to separate on the

categorical ASUDAS scale than by means of the quantitative maxi-

mum depth metric. Still, no Chinese specimen was visually rated

below grade 2, and very few European and African specimens were

recorded as grade 2 or above, which indicates that, despite the subjec-

tive variability, the samples can usually be dichotomized by human

raters into high or low shoveling with reasonable accuracy.

When comparing the correlation between the visual assessments

(based on the ASUDAS definition and plaque) and some objectively

obtained measurements (e.g., predicted ASUDAS values, maximum

depth, hollow area), we found that the maximum depth and hollow

area metrics correlated highly with visual scoring, even to a higher

FIGURE 6 Plots of the maximum depth against the visual ASUDAS scoring of the first observer's tests (VS1 T1: a; VS1 T2: b) and the second

rater (VS2: c). The black dots correspond to the values of the ASUDAS reference plaque and they were joined up via spline interpolation. The
symbols represent the chronogeographic origin as indicated in the legend of the graphs



level than with the predicted ASUDAS values (Table 4). This could

suggest that there is a major unconscious reaction to the maximum

depth aspect when recording shoveling by following the classical

ASUDAS method. In order to test whether the observers were more

influenced visually by the depth of the palatal aspect than by the

global morphology, we dichotomized the observer ratings following

the standard protocol for ASUDAS traits (Scott et al., 2018; Scott &

Irish, 2017), which splits the categories of this trait into two broad

groups (grades ≤1 vs. grades ≥2), and re-ran ICC consistency and

accuracy measures (Table 5). This grouping mimicked the distinction

between East Asians and the rest by separating absent/low degrees

of shoveling and marked shoveling. The new ICC values showed high

degrees of precision and accuracy, suggesting that the visual scoring

performed by observers was largely successful at separating low

degrees of shoveling from marked shoveling, but not so successful in

detecting finer differences between the ASUDAS casts. This result is

relevant as it shows that, while the ASUDAS method is efficient to

distinguish below and above the breakpoint grade 2, it is more prone

to bias when dealing with close grades and limits the possibilities for

more advanced analyses. For example, an important question regard-

ing dental traits is to find which genetic factors are responsible for a

trait's expression. Scott and Turner (1997) used the example of incisor

shoveling to conclude that such nonmetric dental traits possibly arise

from an underlying continuous trait which is likely polygenic. They

also note that dichotomizing such traits leads to the loss of a large

amount of variation in the trait. As an extreme example, all Native

Americans may have the constant value of “present” for the shoveling

trait, which causes it to “lose its status as a nonmetric variant as it is

present in all individuals.” Such loss of variation, either when con-

structing a “quasi continuous” (ordinal) trait from a continuous under-

lying trait, or when dichotomizing an ordinal trait, reduces the

resolution of the data. This loss of variation leads to a loss of power in

genetic association analysis, where the use of a continuous trait can

entail “significantly higher power,” especially with small sample sizes

(Bhandari, Lochner, & Tornetta, 2002). In their literature review, Scott

et al. (2018) also note that such simplifications can create several

problems for genetic analyses, for example, the simplified traits can

“sometimes mimic the segregation patterns of simple Mendelian

inheritance where, in reality, inheritance is complex.” (Scott et al.,

2018, pp. 133). Even in the context of assessing rater reliability, the

higher resolution offered by continuous data provides much better

reliability estimates (Donner & Eliasziw, 1994).

In the context of clinical studies, Altman (2006) comments that

dichotomized variables often appear to be more alluring as they sim-

plify the data while retaining the main dichotomy that is thought to be

the crux of the variable, thereby leading to simpler interpretations as

well as higher rater agreement. Yet such deliberate discarding of data

causes several problems: loss of power, increased risk of false posi-

tives, underestimation of variation within or between groups, loss of

information about the relationship between the trait and other vari-

ables, and increased confounding with other variables in regression

analysis, such as genetic association analysis. MacCallum, Zhang,

Preacher, and Rucker (2002) report similar criticisms, and emphasize

the problems in statistical analysis. Using a dichotomous variable

means that many statistical procedures are not applicable, for exam-

ple, in a genetic association study, the standard linear regression

model, which allows estimation of effect sizes in absolute units, can-

not be used. Dichotomous variables can only be used with logistic

regression, which only estimates effect sizes on an odds ratio scale,

making it much more difficult to interpret the effect of a genetic

marker or combine evidence from multiple studies.

The sample-dependent nature of principal components means

that the PCs depend on the whole sample composition. We investi-

gated how the PCs could change when the dataset was limited to

European samples, which span only a narrow range of the trait vari-

ability (without any marked shoveling). To assess this, we performed

the alignment and PC calculation steps for both Procrustes and non-

Procrustes methods while restricting the dataset to French samples

(contemporary and medieval), and obtained their correlation with the

directly measured metrics. For these correlation values, the correla-

tion of PC1 from both analyses with maximum depth decreased a little

(compared to Table 3), especially for the Procrustes PC (Supporting

Information Table 4). This indicates that PCs calculated in this reduced

dataset with a narrower range of variability might have some

increased noise or may be slightly less able to capture the actual

underlying metric of lower grades. To verify this, we looked at the cor-

relation of rater-assigned ASUDAS categories of the French samples

with these PCs and directly measured metrics (Supporting Information

Table 5). In contrast to Table 4, correlations of the rater-assigned

ASUDAS categories with maximum depth are higher than their corre-

lations with PC1 by a larger margin.

4 | DISCUSSION

In the literature, the significance of errors due to the role of the

observer in the visual scoring of dental nonmetric traits using the

ASUDAS method is usually considered as being low and/or negligible

(Bailey & Hublin, 2013; Hillson, 2005; Scott & Turner, 1997). Applied

to decades of research, the classical ASUDAS method has proved to

be quite efficient for inferring biological relationships among modern

humans (Scott et al., 2018; Scott & Turner, 1997), living non-human

TABLE 5 ICC values for intraobserver (VS1 T1 vs. T2) and interobserver (VS1 vs. VS2) consistency measures and accuracy (comparing the three

ratings with their predicted values from the ASUDAS reference plate teeth) when grades 0–1 and 2–6 are fused into two groups (two-category
split)

Consistency (precision) Accuracy (unbiasedness)

VS1 T1 vs. T2 VS1 vs. VS2 VS1 T1 vs. predicted VS1 T2 vs. predicted VS2 vs. predicted

All samples 0.945 0.964 0.812 0.827 0.842

Shades of color represent the degree of consistency and accuracy, with darker green corresponding to the highest degrees and white to the lowest degree.



primates (Pilbrow, 2003) and fossil hominins (Bailey & Hublin, 2013;

Bailey & Wood, 2007; Crummett, 1994; Irish et al., 2013; Martinón-

Torres et al., 2007; Mizogushi, 1985)—in part because, once the

grades are scored, they are dichotomized into presence/absence to

help reduce observer error and because of the current dichotomous

biological distance statistics available (e.g., MMD). There has been a

previous attempt to link morphology and measurements for the UI1

shoveling trait, notably by considering the depth of the lingual fossa

with respect to ASUDAS grades (Hanihara, 2008). However, this

method only considers the maximum depth at the center of the lingual

fossa and does not quantify the shape of this fossa. Thus, it is still pos-

sible to develop innovative, complementary methods. The recent

development of quick and efficient methods for acquiring 3D models

of an object (e.g., photogrammetry, laser scanner), together with the

advent of powerful quantitative techniques to assess shape variation

(geometric morphometrics), has opened up new ways to test the reli-

ability (precision and accuracy) of the ASUDAS method. These

methods represent an opportunity to provide objective protocols to

investigate nonmetric dental variation. In this preliminary study, we

have compared the classical plaque-based visual scoring assessment

with a new 3D geometric morphometric approach. We propose here

a simple, fast method based on geometric morphometrics to charac-

terize a sample of modern human UI1s using a continuous scale of

morphological variation of shoveling. The intraobserver error related

to the visual scoring is very low, as previously demonstrated for ASU-

DAS plaques (Nichol & Turner II, 1986; Scott, 2008; Scott & Irish,

2017; Scott & Turner, 1997). As anticipated, our results highlight

some limitations of the use of the current ASUDAS plaque, indicating

that it did not necessarily represent an objective gradient of expres-

sion of a nonmetric tooth feature (Figures 3, 4, and 6). Our results also

agree with the currently recognized ASUDAS breakpoint between the

recorded absence (grades 0–1) and presence (grades 2–7) of shoveling

(Scott et al., 2018; Scott & Irish, 2017). This method can also distin-

guish between the French and South African groups (expressing low

degrees of shoveling) and the Chinese sample (being more variable

but mostly showing well-defined shovel-shaped incisors). This is in

agreement with the vast literature on the topic (e.g., Irish & Scott,

2016; Scott et al., 2018; Scott & Irish, 2017; Scott & Turner, 1997)

and demonstrates that our method, while confirming the ASUDAS

results, opens a path toward more advanced quantitatively-based

assessment for the distinction of fossil and extant human populations.

This modest sample was only used here to test the method, but by

increasing it and incorporating larger chronogeographic groups,

including fossil hominins, there is a high potential to better understand

the evolution of shovel-shaped incisors. For example, Neanderthals

are well-known for their markedly shovel-shaped incisors and, given

the increasing availability of 3D virtual data on their teeth, paleoge-

netics techniques, and molecular data on tooth morphology (Zanolli,

Hourset, Esclassan, & Mollereau, 2017), this new quantitative method

is perfectly suited to the investigation of the evolution of UI1

shoveling.

Our protocol integrates the analysis of two different but comple-

mentary aspects: the depth of the lingual surface with respect to the

marginal ridges and the shape of the lingual aspect. This is an impor-

tant point as our analyses have revealed that visual rating of shoveling

tends to be more prone to intra- and inter-observer bias for the high-

est grades (even starting at grade 2). In addition, even when the

observers are well trained and follow the definition of the UI1 shovel-

ing trait (Supporting Information Table 2), when dealing with numer-

ous specimens, they tend to create a mental image of the ASUDAS

categories and then make their judgments, resulting in a mental scale

that is linearly dependent on the maximum depth of the palatal aspect,

while the ASUDAS grades are not distributed linearly for this parame-

ter. This results in the visually assigned ratings being correlated with

the maximum depth rather than with predicted ASUDAS categories.

In this context, our results provide a reliable, reproducible framework

reinforced by statistical results supporting the fact that open scale

numerical measurements can complement the ASUDAS method and

provide new information. Of course, similar methods complementing

the classic ASUDAS method still need to be developed for other non-

metric dental traits. There are also other possibilities for the quantita-

tive study of shape variation, with or without landmarks. For example,

a surface deformation-based approach considering a 3D portion of

the crown surface (such as the lingual aspect in the case of UI1

shoveling) could be used to assess the degree of deformation from

one tooth to another and quantify shape variations of the complete

set of dental traits (Durrleman et al., 2012; Durrleman et al., 2014).

Thus, although the ASUDAS is a reliable and efficient tool, it is still

possible to complement it with alternative methods.
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